
RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD, MALDA 

CEN NO. 01/2019 ( NTPC) for Level-3 

NOTICE TO CANDIDATES FOR DOCUMENT VERIFICATION (DV) for Level-3 

1. Notice to candidates shortlisted for Document Verification  ( DV ) for the post of Commercial 

cum Ticket Clerk , Category No. 9 was notified vide result dated 11.02.2023 on the website of 

RRB/Malda.  DV of these shortlisted candidates will be held from 20.02.2023 to 22.02.2023 ( 

Reporting time: 09.30 AM) at Railway Recruitment Board, Malda. E-Mail/ SMS to this effect 

will be sent on the registered mail ID/ Mobile No. of the candidates advising them to download 

their e-call letter and Travelling Pass ( as applicable) with further details and instruction to 

attend for document verification on the given date and time and venue mentioned in the call 

letter. Candidates can download the DV e-call letter from the official website of RB/ Malda ( 

www.rrbmalda.gov.in ) from 10 days prior to scheduled date of DV of the candidates. The 

detailed instructions and guidelines will be issued in the e-call letter. Candidates are advised to 

read the detailed instructions and guidelines given in the DV e-call letter carefully and submit 

all the required certificates/ documents at the time of DV. 

2. In case you are not able to attend the document verification on account of your appearing in a 

University/ Govt. Examination or personal sickness, you are advised to : (1) send intimation of 

your non-reporting along with the reason to this office by mail on scheduled date and time, and 

(2) report for the document verification on 24.02.2023 ( Block date ) at 09.30 AM along with 

documentary proof ( as above) in support of your not having been able to attend the document 

verification on the scheduled time, you should report with e-call letter for DV already issued. 

No separate e-call letter will be issued for the Block date. 

3. Candidates are requested to bring all the original certificates/ documents along with 02 ( two) 

sets of clear & legible self-attested photocopies each of the original certificates/ documents as 

per para 17.4 of CEN No. 01/2019. Further 06 ( six) passport size latest colour photograph also 

to be brought at the time of DV. Candidates are to bring 03 ( three )  copies of DV call letter. 

4. Candidates may note that after completion of DV, they will be sent for Medical Examination at 

the nominated Railway Hospital located in the jurisdiction of RRBs on the next day of DV. 

Accordingly, candidates have to come prepared for DV and Medical Examination. 

5. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Document Verification does not entitle him/ 

her in any way to an appointment in the Railways. The candidature of all the candidates is 

provisional and is liable to be cancelled at any stage of recruitment or thereafter. In case of any 

discrepancy, inconsistency or deficiency in the document furnished by them or any malpractice 

on their part at any stage of the recruitment process. 

6. Failure to report on the given date and time will lead to rejection of your candidature and no 

further correspondence will be entertained in this regard. 

7. While every care has been taken in preparing the list, RRB reserves the right to rectify/ modify/ 

change any inadvertent error on typographically/ printing mistake. RRB regards inability to 

entertain any correspondence in this regard. 

8. Beware of touts who try to misguide candidates with fake promises of appointment for jobs on 

illegal consideration. RRB selections are based on Computer Based Test ( CBT) and 

recruitment is based only on the merit of the candidates. 

** DV Schedule is enclosed for 109 candidates for level-3 in 1 page. 

 

Date  13.02.2023      Chairman, 

        Railway Recruitment Board, Malda 

 

 



                           

DV Schedule of NTPC(CEN No. 01/2019 ) for Level-3 of RRB/ Malda 

(i) Date of DV : 20.02.2023           Reporting Time : 09.30 AM   ( 36 candidates ) 

231191120159527 231191190178652 231195260045966 231194260072224 231194220177947 

231194260222489 231194260150434 231194220167263 231194220187625 231194160031480 

231195190038088 231194260190058 231194220231482 231191230071556 231194220237343 

231194270145953 231194260189128 231191270029855 231194270194332 231194220179990 

231191270044397 231194220111142 231195250034263 231195230040325 231195260035157 

231195120038631 231194270206674 231194310079766 231191220200902 231195120022908 

231195270033999 231191220213339 231192220099583 231194220218565 231191220150721 

231194190087971 Total= 36 candidates 

 

(ii) Date of DV : 21.02.2023           Reporting Time : 09.30 AM   ( 36 candidates ) 

231194190198684 231194270020077 231194310203492 231194260176875 231194220210817 

231194230205903 231194250181239 231194270214505 231194310229677 231191220127467 

231194120057135 231191230216242 231194220207123 231194260152028 231194270067278 

231191170191703 231194190192822 231194190097585 231194270046377 231195250044429 

231192220206834 231195260039146 231192160129474 231192220119315 231192160128541 

231192270177989 231192220146792 231193260005468 231193120145658 231193250034158 

231193260046665 231191260112322 231194220202849 231194190207657 231194280001122 

231194280002701 Total= 36 candidates 

 

(iii) Date of DV : 22.02.2023           Reporting Time : 09.30 AM   ( 37 candidates ) 

231191220159367 231191220141204 231191160059595 231191220154499 231191190155683 

231194260090876 231194130199384 231194230234788 231194260195697 231194170222063 

231191220103483 231191190210994 231194220218650 231194230194921 231191190065054 

231194220194561 231194120100732 231194260061601 231194220195373 231194220211593 

231194260218994 231195270025945 231194220237445 231194220102386 231195220030334 

231194260106501 231195260033533 231195260018742 231194190178133 231192270017505 

231192220129773 231192220176472 231193190020663 231193250022249 231193260035680 

231193120117271 231193120097243 Total= 37 candidates 

 

                                           ________End of list of 109 candidates_______ 

 

 

                              

 


